Abstract-We study packet combining techniques for retransmission schemes over intersymbol interference (ISI) channels. Two types of combining schemes are investigated, namely, maximumlikelihood combining (MLC) and iterative combining (IC). By first employing a precoding technique and then by interpreting the ISI channel as a trellis code, the transmissions of the same data packet at different times through the channel can be treated as the parallel concatenation of recursive trellis codes. If interleavers are used in between retransmissions, "turbo" coding gains can be achieved by iterative equalization. It is shown that IC provides excellent performance and outperforms other forms of combining in terms of frame error rate performance both analytically and through simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I N communication systems, there are two fundamental techniques used for error control: forward error correction (FEC) and automatic repeat request (ARQ). In FEC schemes, the receivers have the ability to correct erroneous data, while in pure ARQ schemes the receivers can only detect if there are errors in the transmission. ARQ schemes are widely used in data communication where transmission delay is acceptable. In Type I ARQ schemes, uncoded data is transmitted in packets, and, when an erroneous packet is detected, the receiver can request the transmitter to resend the same packet of data until no error is detected. Hybrid ARQ schemes (Type II or Type III ARQ schemes) which combine FEC and ARQ are also commonly used [8] .
It is well known that the throughput of an ARQ scheme can be improved by using packet combining. In packet combining, all received copies of the data packet are combined to form a more reliable estimate of the transmitted data. In Chase's combining scheme [9] , a codeword from a code of rate is repeated times to form a codeword from a lower rate code of rate . Each received copy is weighted by its corresponding reliability, which depends on the instantaneous gain of the channel. Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bits usually form an error detection code and are used by the receiver to determine if the packet has The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843 USA (e-mail: doan@ee.tamu.edu; krishna@ee.tamu.edu).
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been decoded correctly. In [10] , a version of packet combining was proposed in which copies of a data packet are combined into a single packet of the same length as that of the original transmitted data packet by averaging the soft decision values from the constituent copies. It was shown that for AWGN channels, this scheme is equivalent to maximum-likelihood (ML) diversity combing.
The introduction of turbo codes [11] has resulted in various applications in signal detection and channel equalization. Since packet data systems can tolerate the latency due to a large interleaver size, turbo codes are ideally suited for packet data transmission. Although application of the turbo principle to coded systems over intersymbol interference (ISI) channels has recently been investigated by some authors [12] , [13] , its performance in ARQ schemes has not been studied in detail. Balachandran and Anderson [14] proposed a turbo-like scheme where component encoders of the original turbo code were replaced by two equivalent discrete-time ISI channels. The decoder is an iterative decoder that iteratively decodes (or equalizes) the received signals to form an estimate of the data. The performance of this parallel scheme is improved only marginally compared to using a Viterbi decoder to jointly decode both the transmissions, when perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at the receiver. In [7] , a low-complexity linear iterative turbo-equalization scheme for dual ISI channels was investigated. Similar to this paper, [7] also addresses turbo equalization of ISI channels alone (without an outer code) and, hence, the results in [7] are applicable to the special case of one retransmission. However, in contrast to this paper, [7] does not consider any form of precoding. As shown in this paper, this precoding is essential to obtain an interleaving gain.
The focus of this paper is in designing packet combining schemes for combining multiple retransmissions through ISI channels in order to reduce the frame error rate (FER) (or, equivalently, the number of retransmissions required to successfully decode a packet). We first show that the poor performance of the parallel concatenation scheme in [14] is due to the fact that it is a parallel concatenation of two nonrecursive codes (ISI channels). We use a technique recently proposed in [1] in the context of serial concatenation to make the ISI channel appear recursive. With this technique, multiple transmissions through the ISI channel become parallel concatenation of recursive codes. Hence, multiple transmissions of uncoded (or coded) data through ISI Fig. 1 . Retransmissions of the same data packet over the channel can be viewed as a parallel concatenation of K trellis codes. channels can be iteratively combined to result in significantly lower FER than other forms of packet combining schemes. It is shown both analytically and through simulations that IC when used with precoding results in excellent FER and outperforms the scheme in [14] , without increasing the complexity or decreasing the data rate. Moreover, the IC schemes require very little modification at the transmitter and are a promising solution to systems that enjoy low-cost and easy-to-implement terminals.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the system model. In Section III, we study ML combining and IC schemes. In Section IV, we briefly review and discuss precoding for ISI channels. In Section V, we derive upper performance bounds based on the uniform interleaver concept for the IC schemes. In Section VI, we consider the convergence analysis of IC schemes and show that precoded schemes outperform nonprecoded schemes when an iterative receiver is used. We provide some results and discussion in Section VII. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model is shown in Fig. 1 . A block of bits of data is encoded by an optional outer code and then modulated and transmitted times over a channel corrupted by ISI and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). For ease of exposition, we assume that the modulation technique is binary phase shift keying (BPSK), although the proposed techniques are applicable to any memoryless modulation. The receive filter is a whitened matched filter corresponding to the channel impulse response . The output samples of the equivalent discrete-time ISI channel can be expressed as [21] (1) where (for BPSK), for , is the noiseless channel output, is the equivalent discrete-time channel coefficient vector, is the channel memory, and is a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian noise samples with zero mean and variance , where is the average energy per bit. The input to the channel is a sequence of i.i.d. input data with in the absence of an outer code, or is a codeword from an outer code. The outer code can be a convolutional code, which admits easy soft-decision decoding or a block code such as a Bose Chaudhuri Hocquenghem (BCH) or a Reed-Solomon (RS) code, which is typically decoded using a hard-decision algebraic decoder. In the most general case, the channel can be time-variant, with the static (time-invariant) channel being a special case. At the receiver, an equalizer is implemented by using the Viterbi algorithm (VA) for MLC schemes while the outer code is decoded using a hard-decision decoder. When considering IC, the Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek, and Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [15] is used for equalization. The equalizer output is then fed to the outer decoder (if the outer code is used).
III. COMBINING TECHNIQUES
During the first transmission, the received packet is equalized and decoded using the outer code and then checked for errors using an error detection code. A CRC or the outer code itself may serve as the error detection code. When the packet is determined to be in error, a retransmission is requested. What is retransmitted during the retransmissions and how the retransmissions are combined depend on the exact combining technique used at the receiver. Here, we consider two types of combining schemes which will be discussed in the following subsections. It should be emphasized that the focus of this paper is on techniques to combine the retransmissions for the purpose of equalization only, that is, the packet combining techniques themselves do not take advantage of the outer code, if it is present. The decoding is done after the packets are combined. Therefore, the presence or absence of the outer code does not have a significant impact on the performance of the combining schemes. Extension to the case of combining using the outer code is straightforward, though usually it is computationally complex.
A. ML Combining (MLC)
Here, the retransmissions are identical to the original transmission and the receiver uses the VA to combine the retransmissions using an ML rule. MLC uses the VA to search the trellis path that has minimum metric. For ISI channels, the path metric for a single received copy of the transmitted packet is given below (2) (3) where is the received signal and , where is the tentatively estimated version of the transmitted data . In (3) we have dropped the term since it is the same for all possible transmitted packets. Suppose that copies of the transmitted packet have been received, say . It can be easily shown that when the ISI channel is time-invariant, the branch metric at time is (4) where is the received signal at time of the th copy. Correspondingly, the ML path metric for combining received copies is (5) where From (3) and (5), it is clear that, for ISI channels, the ML path metric for multiple received copy combining has a form similar to that for single received copy combining.
B. Iterative Combining (IC)
In the case of IC, during a retransmission, an interleaver is placed at the input to the ISI channel as shown in Fig. 1 . Different interleavers are used for different retransmissions. This is the only modification that is required at the transmitter. We begin by noting that the equivalent discrete-time ISI channel can be treated as a rate-one feed-forward convolutional encoder with constraint length ( ). The ISI channel is characterized by the polynomial where (6) and is normalized so that if the channel is time-invariant. Multiple retransmissions through the ISI channel can be considered as a concatenation of convolutional codes. When an interleaver is used in between the transmissions, it represents a parallel concatenated turbo code where the ISI channels are the component codes. Multiple transmissions are combined using a turbo decoder that iteratively forms estimates for the transmitted data packet based on the received copies . The receiver consists of component soft-in soft-out (SISO) decoders. In order to fully make use of available soft information from the component SISO decoders, when , the parallel structure [16] is used in iterative decoding. During the completion of the ( )th iteration, the soft information (extrinsic information) produced by the th SISO is given by for (7) where is the MAP decoding function which can be implemented using either the BCJR algorithm or the SOVA or any variation of these algorithms. In this paper, we consider only the Max-Log-MAP implementation [22] .
IV. BINARY PRECODED ISI CHANNEL
Since the ISI channel is typically a feed-forward (nonrecursive) code, multiple transmissions (retransmissions) through the ISI channel correspond to a parallel concatenated turbo code with nonrecursive component codes. It is well known from [17] that, when the component codes of a parallel concatenated code are not recursive, an interleaving gain does not result and, hence, performance of such a scheme is not good. It should be emphasized here that the scheme suggested in [14] belongs to this category and hence the performance after combining two transmissions was only slightly better than that of ML combining.
We now discuss a technique that makes the nonrecursive channel appear "recursive" and hence results in an interleaving gain. The idea is to encode the data (or the coded data coming from an outer code) using a rate-one recursive convolutional encoder (precoder) prior to transmission over the channel as shown in Fig. 2 . This is done for every transmission including the first transmission. The precoder is a convolutional code with memory and is specified by the polynomial where (8) and denotes binary modulo addition. Fig. 2 shows the concatenation of the precoder and an equivalent discrete-time ISI channel. We can represent this concatenation by combining the channel memory and the precoder memory into a canonic form as illustrated in Fig. 3 . When , the number of states in the trellis of the precoded ISI channel is the same as that of the nonprecoded ISI channel, thus no complexity increase needs to be paid.
We can also treat this single channel as a trellis code formed by the concatenation of a rate 1 convolutional code followed by a nonlinear signal mapper. This observation is important for the evaluation of the distance spectrum of the ISI channel that we will discuss in Section V. The mapping function is defined as (9) where and is the modulation function depending on which modulation format is used. For BPSK modulation, we have . Note that the input to the mapper is now an encoded version of the information and satisfies the following relation: (10) 1 Here, we have assumed that J L. We can rewrite (10) as (11) It is more convenient to use the -transform notation for the sequences. We define the following:
It is clear from (11) . Fortunately, the probability of appearance of an infinite weight sequence such that is of finite weight is asymptotically (in length ) zero. Therefore, when we consider the average of over all possible infinite weight error sequences , is of infinite weight. The retransmission schemes and packet combining techniques for precoded ISI channels are similar to those discussed in Section III, except that at the receiver the precoded channel is treated as the actual ISI channel.
V. DISTANCE SPECTRUM-BASED ANALYSIS
The performance of the IC schemes can be understood through the following three properties.
Property 1: When the input to the channel is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, the probability of a frame error is the same for both precoded and nonprecoded ISI channels when ML decoding is used. Therefore, for Type I or Type II ARQ schemes, the probability of requesting a retransmission after the first transmission is unaffected due to precoding.
Proof: Consider an error event . For the nonprecoded ISI channel, corresponding to the error event , let , , , and be the input sequence, estimated input sequence, noiseless channel output sequence, and estimated noiseless channel output sequence, respectively. We have [23] (12)
as the input error sequence associated with and (13) as the channel output error sequence associated with . We have (14) where . The distance spectrum of the nonprecoded ISI channel is defined as the set that contains all possible values of squared Euclidean error distances defined as (15) For the precoded ISI channel, the input error sequence to the precoded channel produces the channel output error sequence (16) Since the input sequence has the i.i.d. property, is i.i.d. and, hence, is also i.i.d.. This means that the distance spectrum of the precoded ISI channel, denoted by , is the same as that of the nonprecoded ISI channel, 2 Thus, the FER of the precoded ISI channel is the same as that of the nonprecoded ISI channel.
Q.E.D. One of the important parameters for ARQ schemes is the expected number of transmissions that must be made before a packet is accepted, denoted by . It is well known that, for packet combining schemes, is upper and lower bounded by [10] (17)
where is the probability of a retransmission request made while decoding the packet formed by combining received copies. We can interpret as the probability of an 2 When the length of the packet N is large, we can ignore the trellis terminating effect.
error event after combining received copies of the data packet given that the combining of the previous ( ) copies was in error. In this section, we focus on the calculation of for IC schemes by assuming ML decoding. We show the following property.
Property 2: For large , the union bound on denoted by satisfies for nonprecoded ISI channels for precoded ISI channels.
Proof:
We begin by noting that the mapping function in (9) is nonlinear. Thus in the evaluation of the error performance for an ISI channel, we cannot assume that the transmitted (correct) sequence is the all-zero sequence. The squared Euclidean error distance caused by an error event depends on the transmitted sequence . Note that when is i.i.d. the input error sequence associated with an error event , , is also i.i.d. and is one of the possible input sequences.
Define as the average number of error events of the ISI channel (or the precoded ISI channel) that have squared Euclidean error distance and data bit errors. Assuming that ( ) uniform interleavers [17] are used during the retransmissions over the ISI channel, the distance spectrum of the parallel concatenation of ISI channels is approximated as (18) We can interpret as the average number of error events of the parallel concatenation that have squared Euclidean error distance and data bit errors. The multiplicity in (18) is due to the contribution of ( ) uniform interleavers. Applying the union bounding technique, is upper bounded by (19) where is the set of all possible squared Euclidean error distances of the parallel concatenation. To see the effect of the precoder on the performance of the IC schemes, we follow the approach in [17] and [18] . For large interleaver size , the average number of error events of the ISI channel is approximated as [18] 
where is the average number of error events that have squared Euclidean error distance and data bit errors, which are formed by concatenating suberror events and is the largest number of suberror events generated by weight input error sequences . Substituting (20) into (18), we have (21) By using the approximation for large , we obtain
We now focus on terms that mostly contribute to the right-hand side of (19) . That is, we find the largest possible power of , denoted by . From (22) we have . For the case of nonprecoded ISI channels, the minimum value of input error sequence weight that can produce finite weight squared Euclidean error distance is . The maximum number of suberror events in this case is . Thus, . For precoded ISI channels, the minimum value of input error sequence weight that can produce finite weight squared Euclidean error distance is and correspondingly , where denotes the largest integer part of . Thus, for the lowest weight ( ) input error sequences, we have . Property 2 follows immediately.
Q.E.D. It should be noted here that the above analysis shows the dependence of the truncated union bound on the probability of retransmission on the length for precoded and nonprecoded systems. For the range of and for which the truncated union bound is tight, the above result applies to the probability of retransmission as well. However, for the range of for which the truncated union bound becomes loose such as when becomes very large for a fixed , the result is not necessarily valid for and, hence, is weak. In the following, when making conclusions about based on the above analysis, it is to be assumed that the is large enough that the union bound is tight.
Property 2 states that, for nonprecoded ISI channels, the union bound on increases when the interleaver size increases (this is of course undesirable) while for precoded ISI channels, the union bound on decreases when increases for the case . It is interesting to note that for nonprecoded ISI channels, increases linearly with for both MLC and IC, hence, iterative combining offers no substantial improvement in performance. This explains the results in [14] . However, for precoded ISI channels, IC can significantly improve the performance over MLC.
It is interesting to note from Property 2 that when the number of transmissions , is independent of interleaver size for precoded ISI channels. In other words, there is no coding gain for precoded ISI channels for the case . This result agrees with that for repeat-accumulate codes [6] with repetition codes of length two. For the case of nonprecoded ISI channels, increases as increases. Thus, precoded ISI channels still outperform nonprecoded ISI channels in terms of , even when . So far, we have only considered time-invariant ISI channels. We next show that an interleaving gain results for time-variant ISI channels as well.
Property 3: An interleaving gain is present for time-variant (multipath fading) ISI channels if a precoder is used. Hence, Property 2 is also valid for multipath fading channels.
Proof: We first show that, for time-variant ISI channels, when precoding is used, the recursiveness is also obtained. That is, we have to show that a weight-one input error sequence produces a squared Euclidean error distance of infinite weight. At time , we denote the realization of the channel coefficient vector as . The channel polynomial is now . Taking the average of the squared Euclidean error distance of Rayleigh fading channels over all possible realizations of the channel coefficient vector , we have (23) where (24) where is the variance of the th fading tap and is the th coefficient of the error polynomial . In (24), we have assumed independent Rayleigh fading on each of the taps. We can see that the average squared Euclidean error distance of the Rayleigh fading channels depends on their power profiles. Again, if for , we will have of infinite weight and, hence, is of infinite weight. It is possible to show that the pairwise error probability (PEP) caused by the error event , denoted by , is a function of the averaged squared Euclidean error distances and . That is,
, where is some deterministic function. Note that, for the case of time-invariant ISI channels, becomes the Gaussian tail function . We now proceed in the same light as for the case of time-invariant channels. It is easy to show that the probability of a retransmission request being made while decoding the packet formed by combining received copies averaged over all realizations of the channel coefficient vector is upper bounded as (25) where is the average number of error events of the parallel concatenation that have average squared Euclidean error distances so that at fixed the function has a fixed value and data bit errors. Since recursiveness is also obtained when precoding is used, we can show that depends on the value of , which exactly follows the same behavior as in Property 2. Q.E.D.
VI. CONVERGENCE-BASED ANALYSIS
The distance spectrum-based analysis in Section V gives us a pretty good picture about the performance of IC schemes for high regions when assuming ML decoding. However, some questions are still yet unanswered. How do IC schemes perform with suboptimum iterative decoding? Are there thresholds at which the performance of IC schemes is limited?
In this section, we analyze the convergence of IC schemes using a slight variation of a technique recently proposed in [5] , called density evolution. In iterative combining studied here, extrinsic information on the information bits is exchanged among the component SISOs during each iteration step. For simplicity, we will only consider the case when there are two component SISOs, denoted by upper and lower SISOs, i.e., the number of transmissions . Further, we will restrict ourself to binary modulation since all the results presented in this paper are for this case. Let , where , be the input sequence to the precoded or nonprecoded channel. At the th iteration, the upper SISO provides extrinsic information (log likelihood ratio) to the lower SISO. This extrinsic information can be thought of as the output of a hypothetical channel as seen by the lower SISO. In other words, the upper SISO provides the lower SISO with estimates
and . An equivalent soft estimate of is the expected value given by
It is easily seen that the soft estimate provides the same information contained in . The correlation between the actual value and its soft estimate tells us the reliability of the equivalent channel as seen by the lower SISO. We refer to this correlation as the reliability of the equivalent channel given by (27) It is clear that the reliability in (27) is directly related to log likelihoods. It should be noted that the reliability parameter we have just defined is one of the possible choices for the analysis of iterative decoding. In the work of El Gamal and Hammons [4] , the authors used the equivalent signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to the component decoders as a single parameter in order to analyze iterative decoding. Ten Brink [3] used a one-dimension parameter, namely, mutual information, to describe the exchange of soft information between decoders in parallel concatenation schemes. Since ISI channels are in general nonlinear codes, the expectation in (27) should be computed over all possible transmitted sequences . The reliability reaches one as the absolute value of the mean of the extrinsic information approaches infinity.
The iterative equalization process can be visualized by thinking of each SISO block as a dynamic transformer which operates on the reliability. During the th iteration, the upper SISO increases the reliability from to . Then, the lower SISO improves reliability to at the completion of the iteration step. This process is repeated until reliability reaches value one, which signifies convergence of the decoding algorithm. The evolution of the reliabilities is easily seen through the reliability transfer diagrams as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the precoded and nonprecoded ISI channels, respectively. In the figures, we plot two pairs of curves, corresponding to and for the precoded and nonprecoded ISI channels with 5 taps where and are transfer functions of the upper and lower SISOs, respectively. That is, the reliabilities as seen by the lower and upper SISOs during the th iteration are given by and , respectively. The evolution of the reliabilities with iterations can be traced by drawing vertical and horizontal lines between the two curves. For fixed channel and precoder (if precoding is used), the starting point is a function of . If does not intersect before the reliability reaches one, decoding converges. Otherwise, if the two curves meet at point A (see Fig. 5 ) which is far from point (1, 1), then decoding fails. The point at which the two curves first meet is a fixed point. The closer the fixed point is to (1, 1) , the more reliable is the decoding decision.
It is quite difficult to analytically compute the functions and in Figs. 4 and 5, hence, we have used simulations. It should be noted that for most cases, the ensemble average in (27) is difficult to calculate. Thus, we replace the ensemble average by the time average, which can be easily accomplished by simulation. That is,
where is the number of transmitted frames simulated. Asymptotically, when the length of the frame is infinite, the extrinsic information can be assumed to be independent. Here we have assumed that and are independent for . Further, the extrinsic information coming into a component SISO can be approximated as a random variable with a Gaussian density. At time instant of the th transmitted frame, we model the input extrinsic information to a SISO as a Gaussian random variable [3] , [4] with mean and variance . That is . It has been shown in the literature that the Gaussian assumption gives us fairly accurate results [4] . From Figs. 4 and 5, we can see that for the same a fixed point exists for the nonprecoded case at about reliability of 0.9, whereas no such a fixed point exists at least until 0.999 for the precoded case. This means that with a precoded system, the reliability steadily increases to be very close to one.
By using this idea, we have calculated the minimum values of for different ISI channels such that the output reliability of the lower SISO equals or exceeds the threshold 0.999 for an infinite number of iterations (that is, no fixed point exists for reliabilities less than 0.999). The threshold of 0.999 we have used is a practical approximation to the upper limit of one. The computed thresholds are given in Table I . It is clear from the table that, when using precoding, the improvement in is significant over the case when no precoding is used. Thus, it is clear that even based on the performance of the iterative equalization algorithm, precoding offers significant improvement over nonprecoded ARQ schemes. In Section VII, we will show FER and bit error rate (BER) simulation results in detail to corroborate this.
VII. RESULTS
The performance of combining schemes has been investigated for three different channels. The first channel has one interfering symbol (2-tap channel), with impulse response (IR) . The second channel has three taps with IR and is taken from [14] for comparison purposes. The other channel has five taps with IR . As mentioned in [1] , every precoder of the form results in an interleaving gain. In our simulations, we choose the precoder of the simplest form, i.e.,
. We see that this precoder, though simple, performs well for all tested channels. To save simulation time, but still be able to demonstrate the performance of the MLC and IC schemes, we fix the number of transmissions to and record the FER and BER at the output of the equalizer. For the IC schemes, -random interleavers of sizes 500 and 2000 b ( and 17, respectively) and six iterations were used in all cases. Fig. 6 shows the performance of the MLC and IC schemes over the channel with one interfering symbol. At the second transmission and at FER of 10 , precoded IC offers a coding gain of approximately 4 dB for interleaver size over nonprecoded IC. Comparing MLC schemes, precoded IC offers a coding gain of roughly 5.5 dB, also at FER . We also plot upper bound curves for this ISI channel (see Fig. 7 ) for different values of interleaver sizes as well as number of transmissions. In the evaluation of the bound, only significant terms in the distance spectrum of the parallel concatenation of the ISI channels are included. For the ISI channel with 2 taps, we can apply quasi-regularity properties [19] , [20] to compute the distance spectrum. The bound is useful when used to predict the error floor of the system at high where simulation is burdensome or impossible. We can see that when the number of transmissions the precoded ISI channel can achieve interleaving gains in contrast to the nonprecoded ISI channel.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the performance results of the MLC and IC schemes over the 3-tap and 5-tap ISI channels, respectively. The IC schemes result in significant improvements in terms of FER over MLC schemes. Precoded IC has the best performance and offers a coding gain of more than 6 dB over MLC for interleaver size 500. Precoded IC is still superior to nonprecoded IC. By using precoding, improvements of about 2.5 dB for channel and 3.0 dB for channel with interleaver size are obtained. Fig. 10 shows the results of MLC and IC schemes over the 3-tap channel for interleavers of sizes 500 and 2000. It can be seen that, for nonprecoded IC, at a fixed value of , FER increases by a factor of roughly four times when the interleaver size increases from 500 to 2000 b. However, FER curves for precoded IC remain almost unchanged when the interleaver size varies. Note that in our case and these results perfectly reflect the analytical explanations in Section V. when the decoder is mismatched to the channel. Similar to [14] , the channel estimates used in the decoder are:
, and
It can be seen that the IC schemes offer a potential robustness to mismatched decoding. From Figs. 8 and 11, it can be seen that the performance with mismatched decoding is about 0.75 dB of the performance with perfect channel knowledge for the 3-tap ISI channel at an FER of 10 . In terms of FER, the precoded IC scheme offers coding gains of 2.5 dB and 7.5 dB over the nonprecoded IC and MLC schemes, respectively, when the interleaver is of size . Similarly, Figs. 12-14 show the BER performance of the three ISI channels , , and . We can see that, in all cases, the precoded IC schemes clearly outperform nonprecoded IC as well as MLC schemes.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The iterative principle applied to ARQ systems has been investigated for various ISI channels. By using binary precoding before the channel, the parallel concatenation of ISI channels follows a similar behavior as that of a multiple turbo code. Interleaving gains can be achieved in contrast to the scheme in [14] . In all cases investigated, precoded IC outperforms nonprecoded IC and MLC with significant coding gains both when perfect CSI is available and when the receiver uses mismatched channel estimates.
